
The deceiver comes in sheep's clothing to have his lies recognized as truths, so we 
must be vigilant and continue to discern areas that he has influenced and is 
currently influencing. I believe that the blood that we talk about being used as 
currency is funding groups and technologies to bring the old-gods back. 
 

"For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, 
against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and 

against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms." Eph. 6:12 
 

 
Background 
 
"And they had a king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless pit, 
whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue 

hath his name Apollyon." KJV Rev. 9:11 

 
Nimrod, his evil wife Semiramis  and her offspring Tammuz (or Nimrod the Sun-
god reborn) have been worshipped by many cultures including the Vikings; 
Christians should be aware since their idols are everywhere.  
 
For instance, Frigga, the Norse god-queen, known as the wife of Odin is another 
alias of Nimrod's wife and mother Semiramis . These false gods are still 
referenced in movies and on TV to keep these vile names alive. These are the 
deceptions used through time and are indicative of the "gods" that will be 
released when peace is removed in the "endtimes".  
 
This information related to Nimrod's era is relevant and important for the Body of 
Christ to discern since the elite has plans to use DNA from Gilgamesh's tomb to 
reanimate Nimrod to "rule" in some capacity during end-times.  
 
 
 
CERN and the Bottomless Pit  
Is CERN the doorway for the bottomless pit mentioned in the Bible? Will an Angel 
provide the missing link of knowledge or key when the time is come? In addition 
to the satanic statues of the pagan goddess Shiva at the entrance of CERN, here 
are three considerations: 



1. God says that "Apollyon" will emerge from a bottomless pit. Historians and 
theologists agree that this bottomless pit is located in Geneva, Switzerland under 
the CERN collider and I believe that someday, Jesus will dispatch an Angel with a 
key to "open it". The scriptures say:  
 
“To him [the angel, “star from heaven] was given the key of the bottomless 

pit. And he opened the bottomless pit… " Revelations 9:1 
 
 
2. Coincidentally, a town in France where CERN is partially situated is called 
“Saint-Genus-Poilly.” The name Pouilly comes from the Latin “Appolliacum” and it 
is believed that in Roman times a temple existed in honor of Apollo, and the 
people who lived there believed that it is a gateway to the underworld. It is 
interesting to note that CERN is built on the same spot. 
 
 
3. Note the CERN logo has symbols 666 in it ... I'm not making this stuff up... 

 
"Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number 
of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six 

hundred threescore and six." Rev. 13:18 
 
 
Bonus: Official CERN Document Server <- check out the latest experiments 
publically announced. 
Nimrod 
God says,  

Cush was the father of Nimrod, who grew to be a mighty warrior on the 

Earth. He was a mighty hunter before the LORD; Genesis 10:8-10 

 

https://cds.cern.ch/collection/CERN%20Experiments?ln=en
https://christiananswers.net/bible/gen10.html#8
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• Noah -> Ham -> Cush -> Nimrod -> Tammuz 

• After Cush died, Nimrod marries his mother, Semiramis , Cush's wife;  

• Nimrod and Semiramis reign over all nations until Nimrod's death; then, 

• Semiramis and Tammuz reign over all nations and their legacies live on in 
our traditions, movies and educational system. 

 
 
More of the story... 

• Nimrod was declared to be Baal, the Akkadian version of this name is “Bel” 
as in BaBEL;  

• Pastor John Benefiel teaches in his book Binding the Strongman over 
America that the father of Baal was El; 

• There are others who say that both Nimrod and Cush claimed to be Baal; 

• Cush became disgraced and Semiramis decided that it would be better to 
be queen instead of queen-mother, so she did the unthinkable; she married 
her son; 

• Eventually, Nimrod’s great-uncle, Shem, got fet up with his son’s idolatry 
and claims of immortality, so he slew him.  

 

 
 
 
Semiramis 

• declared herself the "Queen of Heaven" 

• The title, Queen of Heaven, has long been a Catholic tradition, included 
in prayers and devotional literature, and seen in Western art in the subject 
of the Coronation of the Virgin, from the High Middle Ages, long before it 
was given a formal definition status by the Church. 

http://www.amazon.com/Binding-Strongman-Over-America-Transferring/dp/098502030X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1406078557&sr=1-1&keywords=binding+the+strongman+over+america
http://www.amazon.com/Binding-Strongman-Over-America-Transferring/dp/098502030X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1406078557&sr=1-1&keywords=binding+the+strongman+over+america
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_of_Heaven
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prayer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devotional_literature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronation_of_the_Virgin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_Middle_Ages


• “Queen of Heaven”,  is mentioned in the Book of Jeremiah five times 
 
 
Tammuz 
Tammuz is historically known as the son of Nimrod and Semiramis: 

• after Nimrod was killed he was transformed into the sun god, Baal; 

• Nimrod's wife/mother Semiramis was also transformed and known as the 
sun goddess, Ishtar, pronounced "Easter"; 

• Semiramis  claimed to have a "divine conception" by the spirit of Nimrod 
and bore Tammuz, meaning “heat”, fire or hottest season in Hebrew;  

• based on this lore, Nimrod was reborn from an immaculate conception to 
be worshipped as Baal, a god in the flesh and the son of the father in one 
being; 

o This parallels Jesus birth and resurrection 
o Do Catholics actually worship Semiramis ? "Mary"? 

 
The world still worships Tammuz/Nimrod => Baal... 

• Semiramis proclaimed that the spirit of Baal (sun gods Nimrod and 
Tammuz) would be present in the form of a flame or lamp in any religious 
ceremony hereafter; 

• Semiramis  and her followers celebrated the same traditional Easter and 
Christmas idolatry as we do in reverence to the ascension of Nimrod to 
god-status and birth of Tammuz recognized as Nimrod (Baal) reborn in the 
flesh; 

o The Jewish month of Tammuz is when Easter is celebrated;  
o Semiramis  supposedly was transformed and returned to Earth in an 

egg and since Tammuz loved rabbits… this idolatry was added to the 
ceremonial time and these idols are worshipped still today by many 
sheeple; 

o Semiramis  initiated the ritual of placing offerings under an evergreen 
tree in remembrance of the gift of her god-son's birth. 

 
Symbolism 

• TRINITARIAN ORIGINS BABEL: The triangle and triquetra 
in religious imagery represents the principles of creation, 
preservation, and destruction. Babel’s Trinity, Nimrod, 

https://www.biblegateway.com/quicksearch/?quicksearch=Queen+of+Heaven&version=KJV&resultspp=25


Semiramis, and Tammuz are also reflected in the Hindu trinity of Brahma, 
Vishnu, and Shiva; 
 

• The crescent moon symbol has been 
taken to symbolize a faith group 
called Islam since the 7th century; 

• The crescent and star symbol has sexual 
meaning that is part of Hinduism's three 
principles of creation, sustenance, and 
destruction. We do not bow down to 
symbols or objects representing the 
host of heaven. Many cultures adopted 
the old religion of Babel, Nimrod, Semiramis, and 
Tammuz; 

• The Hindu trinity’s crescent and star is Shiva 
(Tammuz) and is the symbol for Islam. The worship 
of Shiva arrived in the Middle East eventually, 
bringing the symbols of Shiva and Shakti with it. The 
crescent represents Shiva, and the star is Shakti. The 
two together represent sexual union; 
 
 

The Shiva Nataraja at the entrance of CERN, 
Geneva, Switzerland 

 
 
Nimrod's name has been changed based on the variety of languages and over the 
time that he ruled and I wanted to piece together the many names of "god-kings" 
that were used to worship Nimrod to help us be more aware of this end-times 
beast mentioned in scriptures. Listed are the deceivers' names that nations still 
worship today evidenced by their traditions and ever-present symbols on our 
government buildings and most ceremonial locations. 
  

 Greece Egypt India Rome Scandinavia Babylon Phoenicia 

Nimrod - great grandson 
of Noah, grandson of 
Ham, son of Cush 
Also known as: Bel, 
Merodach, Orion, 

Baal, 
Apollyon 

Osiris Brahma, Adonis, 
Apollo, 

Odin Nimrod, 
Abaddon 

 



Melqart, Eshmun, 
Dumuzi, Dionysus, 
Bacchus, Mithra, Apollo, 
Ra, Gilgamesh (2/3 god 
1/3 man?) 

Semiramis  - wife of 
Cush-Nimrod's father 
then mother and wife of 
Nimrod after Cush died 
Also known as: Rhea, 
Astarte, Beltis, Shing-
moo (in China); "queen 
of heaven" and "wrath 
subduer" (as the Virgin 
Mary is called by 
Catholics) 

Ceres, 
Irene, 

Isis Isi, 
Vishnu, 

Fortuna, 
Venus 

Frigga Ishtar, 
pronounced 
"Easter", 
Inanna, 

Ashtoroth 

Tammuz-son of Nimrod 
and Semiramis ; 
worshipped as Nimrod 
"Baal" reborn in the flesh 

Plutus 
Ninus 

Horus Iswara, 
Shiva, 
Sheba 

Jupitor-
puer, 
Adurnis 

Balder Tammuz, 
Allah 

Baal 

 
 
 
Connection between Tammuz and Allah? 

Archeologists Discover A 4000 Year Old Archeological Find Linking Allah To 

Lucifer And The “Harlot Religion” 

Ishtar or “the queen of harlots” goddess was found mentioned more clearly in 

this cuneiform than those on any other unearthed 

tablets. Linking Ishtar to other archaeologic relics, 

also written in the same cuneiform is the Epic of 

Atrahasis cuneiform dating just as far back in 

ancient history (1700-1800 B.C.), which reveal 

that this ancient deity known as Ishtar and the 

snake beast god known as Ishtaran another name 

for “Allah” who is literally mentioned in the epic 

by name and was a transvestite (dual male and 

female nature). 

 

The The Epic of Atrahasis is the Mesopotamian account of the Great Flood, 

which was a corruption of the biblical account in Genesis where Satan rebelled 

against Yahweh. The amazing epic translated by archeologists who did not 

http://www.prophezine.com/index.php?option=com_content&id=1157:archeologists-discover-a-4000-
http://www.prophezine.com/index.php?option=com_content&id=1157:archeologists-discover-a-4000-
http://www.livius.org/men-mh/mesopotamia/mesopotamia.html
http://www.livius.org/fa-fn/flood/flood1.html


coverup the name “Allah” at the beginning of the epic where all of the gods are 

laboring in slavery for the head deity, Enlil, and then one rebellious deity 

named “Allah” then revolts against Enlil where Enlil crushes the rebellion and 

then defeats Allah who was also called Tammuz in Sumerian mythology.  
 
Sumerian inscription identifying Alla with Tammuz, who was a god of fertility and 
the consort of Inanna, who is identified by scholars with Ishtar, Venus, Isis and 
other goddess cults. The various goddess cults are frequently identified with the 
moon, and Tammuz was said to be an archer, both of which points may help 
explain the crescent symbol of Islam, if Shoebat is correct.  
 
Tammuz is mentioned in the Bible, in Ezekiel 8:14-15 (NIV translation): “Then he 
brought me to the entrance of the north gate of the house of the Lord, and I saw 
women sitting there, mourning the god Tammuz*. He said to me, ‘Do you see 
this, son of man? You will see things that are even more detestable than this.'” 
 

*“Mourning the god Tammuz” refers to one of the annual festivals of the 
cult, in which the god was said to be killed. Being a fertility god, the “killing” 
was a metaphor for the summer and the annual dying of the crops. The 
other major festival had to do with the god’s “marriage,” which presaged a 
fertile year for farmers. Both festivals were apparently marked by rituals 
that included sex with the temple priestesses, thus their reputation would 
have been shocking to the Israelites. 

 
In summary, Semiramis, the "Queen of Heaven" and "Whore of Babylon" called 
herself a virgin even though she had a son named Tammuz, she later became 
Ishtar, Venus, Aphrodite, Al Uzzah etc. she is the counterfiet Mary that the 
Catholics worship and is not the real Mary, mother of Jesus Christ thus we see 
how Satan fools the Masons and the world into thinking Semiramis is the mother 
of Christ, when she is really the mother of Tammuz who she claims to be the 
reincarnation of Nimrod, her husband who Shem son of Noah killed 
 
http://www.lasttrumpetministries.org/tracts/tract1.html 
https://www.revolvy.com/page/Epic-of-Gilgamesh 
http://www.desireemmondesir.com/home/2014/7/23/rebellion-the-original-baal-worship 
http://amazingdiscoveries.org/S-deception_paganism_Catholic_Nimrod_Mary 
http://www.babylonrisingblog.com/ManyNames.html 

https://godfatherpolitics.com/was-allah-originally-a-babylonian-god-of-violence/
http://www.lasttrumpetministries.org/tracts/tract1.html
https://www.revolvy.com/page/Epic-of-Gilgamesh
http://www.desireemmondesir.com/home/2014/7/23/rebellion-the-original-baal-worship
http://amazingdiscoveries.org/S-deception_paganism_Catholic_Nimrod_Mary
http://www.babylonrisingblog.com/ManyNames.html


https://norse-mythology.org/gods-and-creatures/the-aesir-gods-and-goddesses/frigg/ 
http://www.prophezine.com/index.php?option=com_content&id=1157:archeologists-discover-a-4000- 
https://godfatherpolitics.com/was-allah-originally-a-babylonian-god-of-violence/ 
http://mysterybabylon-watch.blogspot.com/2011/07/who-is-allah.html 
http://www.fossilizedcustoms.com/allah.html 
https://detechter.com/the-scientific-symbolism-of-the-statue-of-shiva-nataraja-at-cern-switzerland/ 

 
 

 

https://norse-mythology.org/gods-and-creatures/the-aesir-gods-and-goddesses/frigg/
http://www.prophezine.com/index.php?option=com_content&id=1157:archeologists-discover-a-4000-
https://godfatherpolitics.com/was-allah-originally-a-babylonian-god-of-violence/
http://mysterybabylon-watch.blogspot.com/2011/07/who-is-allah.html
http://www.fossilizedcustoms.com/allah.html
https://detechter.com/the-scientific-symbolism-of-the-statue-of-shiva-nataraja-at-cern-switzerland/

